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Abstract 
The confluence of cheap wireless communication, sensing and computation has produced a new 
group of smart devices and by using thousands of these kind of devices in self-organizing net-
works has formed a new technology that is called wireless sensor networks (WSNs). WSNs use 
sensor nodes that placed in open areas or in public places and with a huge number that creates 
many problems for the researchers and network designer, for giving an appropriate design for the 
wireless network. The problems are security, routing of data and processing of large amount of 
data etc. This paper describes the types of WSNs and the possible solutions for tackling the listed 
problems and solution of many other problems. This paper will deliver the knowledge about the 
WSN and types with literature review so that a person can get more knowledge about this emerg-
ing field. 
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1. Introduction 
WSN has become an emerging field in research and development due to the large number of applications that 
can become significantly beneficial from such systems and has led to the development of cost effective, 
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not-reusable, tiny, cheap and self-contained battery powered computers, also called sensor nodes. These sensor 
nodes can accept input from an attached sensor and process the input data gathered from the sensor nodes. After 
that the process data wirelessly transmits the results to transit network. WSNs are highly dispersed networks of 
lightweight and small wireless nodes, deployed in huge numbers, to monitor the system or environment by the 
measurement of physical parameters like pressure, temperature, or relative humidity [1]. China put intelligent 
information processing and sensor network in priority for 15 years in the “National medium and long term pro-
gram for science & development (2006-2020)”. WSNs can be applied in industry, agriculture, military defense, 
environment monitoring, remote control and city management etc. that is why WSNs are becoming more and 
more popular [2] [3]. 

WSNs have much more similarity with Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET). WSNs also create network that 
contains sensor nodes connecting with each other, in an Ad-hoc manner and no proper infrastructure is there for 
both but WSNs have the collection of data with the sensor nodes but MANET can or cannot use sensor nodes. In 
this paper, we gave the description of WSNs and its types with literature review, as shown in the Figure 1. 
WSNs consist of tiny and low power sensor nodes that collect data through tiny sensors, process the data and 
send to particular location. We also describe the types of WSNs with the research work. We include the flaws of 
existing technology or in a particular type and how we can cover those open holes by using various techniques, 
protocols or algorithms. 

2. Types of WSN 
2.1. Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSNs) 
MWSNs can be defined as a WSN that have mobile sensor nodes as compared to the usually used WSN in 
which sensor nodes are static. MWSNs have more versatility than the static WSNs because MWSNs can be 
deployed for any scenario and they can manage with quick topology changes.  

The normal WSN is simply deployed with static nodes to achieve monitoring missions in the area of interest 
but due to dynamic changes of hostile environment and events, a pure static WSN may face the following prob-
lems:  
 Connectivity of the whole network and complete coverage of the sensing area could not possible in WSN 

like in the case of robots or aircrafts for hostile region [4]. 
 As sensor nodes usually works with battery powered and prone to errors. The node can be dead if the energy 

of battery ends and this results the communication breakup of sensor network and replacement of new nodes 
is also a difficult task. 

 For some special applications like tracking applications, the network needs a larger nodes to cover the whole 
area that ultimately the cost of network is increased. 

 For some applications, there is a need of some sophisticated sensors for performing some specific military 
tasks that may need camera with every sensor node for image collection that is not feasible to equip every 
node with separate camera. 

By introducing mobility, all the listed problems can be overcome and many other problems can be covered. 
We can enhance the flexibility and capability of WSN by adding mobile nodes. Different missions can be con-
duct by controlling the movement of mobile sensors [5]. More and more, individuals and communities are using  

 

 
Figure 1. WSN types.                                                            
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MWSNs and there is no need of pre-deployed network infrastructure when cooperating mobile nodes commu-
nicate with each other, in order to achieve various kinds of functions [6].  

MWSNs are deployed in an open environment and having more chances of security attacks. Security is one of 
key issue in MWSNs and need to be solved. The attacks in MWSNs can occur from any side or any direction to 
any targeted node because MWSNs are consists of mobile wireless nodes that forms the temporary network 
without any centralized infrastructure [7] [8]. The complex security mechanisms and algorithms cannot be im-
plemented in wireless mobile sensor nodes. The reason of not implementing any security algorithm or mechan-
ism is due to resource constraints regarding bandwidth, computational power and memory size. The traditional 
security mechanisms are invalid for MWSNs due to the mobility of wireless nodes in network topology and this 
mobility creates dynamic attributes in topology that results invalidity of security mechanisms. The security at-
tacks (internal or external) can be controlled or minimized by using the cryptography and authentication me-
chanisms but both techniques can handle the external attacks in WSNs and are unable to handle the internal at-
tacks in MWSNs because the wireless sensor nodes can be easily stolen when deployed in hostile or in an open 
environment. For this case, the network can be controlled or destroyed by the nodes which have accessed the 
network [9].  

One of the attack in WSN is the node replication attack and number of protocol proposed for tackling these 
type of attacks but no suitable mechanism is find out for MWSNs. However an appropriate mechanism is de-
scribed by Deng, Xiong and Chen [10]. They described the mobility property and propose two protocols for 
mobility assistance for the detection of node replication attacks in MWSNs. First protocol is the Unary Time 
Location Storage and Exchange (UTLSE) that assigns each observer a task of tracking a particular set of other 
nodes. All the observers only store one time location entitlement for every tracked node and detect the replica-
tion when they come across each other. The second protocol is Multi Time Location Storage and Diffusion 
(MTLSD) that lets every observer stores multi time location claims for each tracked node. It also introduces 
more cooperation between the observers to improve the detection performance. Both protocols works as en-
counter-based because they only sent messages for detecting the replication when two nodes meet or come 
across each other and due to this way of working, the protocols do not have any need of routing signaling mes-
sages. Both protocols can also identify the replication with high detection accuracy as well as with very low 
communication, computation and storage overheads [10]. 

A three layer architecture for mobile nodes is described, in which all the sensors in MWSNs are organized, by 
using the architecture. Data collection, data processing and routing table maintenance are placed in different 
nodes. The complexity of sensors and the cost of construction can be reduced by using Multi-layer MWSNs 
(M2WSN). SP (Shortest path) routing protocols proposed on the base of new architecture, for adapting sensors 
to update the network topology. The researchers also include a simulation of SP that reduces the energy utiliza-
tion and offers a decent solution for node movement in M2WSNs and this simulation shows the better results, as 
compared to LEACH [11]. 

2.2. Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks (UWSNs) 
Underwater wireless communication is one of the major challenge in building UWSN. It has been observed that 
Radio Frequencies and acoustic waves (having narrow bandwidth) are heavily attenuated and altered in water. 
An alternative but a feasible solution that can be considered is using optical communication, in case of short 
range distance. This approach mainly emphasizes on an Optical Physical (PHY) Layer taking into account the 
features of WLAN (IEEE 802.11) Infrared Physical Layer and the compatibility with the most recent terrestrial 
Wireless Sensor Network’s protocol i.e. IEEE 802.15.5. As compared to acoustic communication, if optical 
communication in green/blue wavelengths (for short distances) are used then they offer high band communica-
tion and faster propagation in water. An experimental set up was done and it was noticed that increasing the dis-
tance (between a LED and a photodiode) causes a high BER (Bit Error Rate) while water turbidity was also kept 
in mind [12].  

Terrestrial wireless sensor networks are an active area for development and research. Fundamental properties 
of these networks are low-power, a several number of co-operating small nodes that are capable in observing, 
detecting, and tracking various objects and events inside a specific environment. This makes these networks 
very appealing for a number of military and industrial applications. Within the overall wireless sensor network 
field, underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSN) is an emerging area of research. The number of underwater 
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wireless sensor networks-based applications is continually increasing. Most of the UWSN applications can be 
classified as Seismic, monitoring, assisted control and navigation, location reference points and security applica-
tions. While future UWSN includes applications for attack purposes and unmanned submarines. When it comes 
to UWSN, there are still so many challenges and difficulties to deal with e.g. power-consumption, security, and 
time synchronization, communication between UWSNs, installation, implementation, power recharging and re-
covery [13]. 

2.3. Space-Based Wireless Sensor Networks (SB-WSNs) 
The wireless sensor networks are networks of integrated micro sensors for monitoring and data gathering for 
some of the environment conditions i.e. temperature, vibration, sound, motion and pressure. While in space, 
these networks might be used for space weather purposes in (LEO) low Earth Orbit or implementation of wire-
less sensor networks within a spacecraft in single probe missions or in order to interchange electrical wires, or as 
very tiny satellite (sensor) nodes flying in compact formations and chemical and physical sensing of the soils, 
surfaces and atmospheres of other planets. Multipath routing scheme is a perfect nominee for space-based mis-
sions of micro-sensor nodes. WSNs need to be optimized if they are to be used for space or solar system explo-
ration. The modifications should be according to space requirements. Design issues like selection and design of 
antenna, software and power supply must be completed by thoroughly examining the mission’s characteristics 
[14].  

The concept of terrestrial wireless sensor networks (TWSN) can be applied to space i.e. satellite sensor net-
work. Grouping the design and enabling technologies for pico-satellite formations. The idea is to use inexpen-
sive constellation of sensor nodes to collect important information instead of doing the same using a large ex-
pensive satellite. The research that’s been carried out at the Surrey Space Centre, was mainly aimed at space 
weather missions in low Earth orbit. Future space-crafts are thought to be miniature, autonomous and distributed. 
In this regard, flower constellation set is considered to be the best for orbital configuration in nano- and mi-
cro-satellite missions. While there are some issues in Flower constellation, related to positioning satellites which 
can be solved using Inter-satellite communication capability. Communication issues, referring to the Open Sys-
tems Interconnection (OSI) networking scheme, of a space based wireless sensor network (SB-WSN) have been 
summarized. A system-on-a-chip computing model and platform and the agent middleware for SB-WSNs have 
been presented. This system architecture focused on the LEON3 soft processor core is targeted at effective 
hardware support of collaborative processing in these networks, offering several intellectual property cores i.e. 
transceiver core, a hardware accelerated Wi-Fi MAC and a Java co-processor. A new configurable inter-satellite 
communications component for pico-satellites has also been outlined [15].  

2.4. Wireless Underground Sensor Networks (WUSNs) 
The probabilistic connectivity of the WUSNs has been discussed. WUSNs are one of the unique extension of 
terrestrial WSNs. WUSNs’ heterogeneous network architecture and channel characteristics, the connectivity 
study is much more complicated than in the ad hoc networks and terrestrial WSNs. This connectivity issue 
might haven’t been addressed previously. Thus, a mathematical model was developed to study and examine the 
probabilistic connectivity in WUSNs, which gathered the effects of environmental parameters i.e. the soil com-
position and soil moisture, and several system parameters i.e. the sensor burial depth, the operating frequency, 
the density of the sensor devices, the sink antenna height, the number and the mobility of the above-ground 
sinks and the tolerable latency of the networks. The upper and lower bounds for the connectivity probability are 
calculated systematically. Simulation and investigation studies were performed, whereas the theoretical bounds 
were authenticated, and the effects of system parameters and some environmental parameters on the perfor-
mance were explored [16].  

2.5. Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) 
The Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) comprise of tiny sensor-nodes that can sense, compute, 
actuate, communicate, and have control components. Various applications of the Wireless Sensor Multimedia 
Networks (WMNs) include target trailing, habitation monitoring, traffic management systems and ecological 
monitoring; these kinds of applications involve efficient communication of event happenings and features in 
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multimedia form i.e. image, audio and video [17].  
Wireless Multimedia Sensor Network (WMSN) is a novel appliance of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), as 

Multimedia data needs continuous transmission of data, increased bandwidth, storage and power, and low la-
tency rate so WMSNs requires much attention. So far different routing protocols have been proposed for profi-
cient data communication in WSNs. Usually in WSNs, the routing algorithms designed to route tiny scalar data 
for comparatively short time interval. The basic ingredients of WSNs routing protocol are use of minimum hops, 
maximize the available power, achieve low latency rate and less load of traffic, finding more than one path to 
destination etc. With sensor networks another significant concern is the creation of Holes which is because of 
the fact that during routing, the nodes nearby the destination are used more frequently so in result the batteries of 
such nodes gets exhausted in advance. Thus such nodes failed to transmit the sensor information to the base sta-
tion [18].  

Hop and Load based Energy Aware Routing protocol (HLEAR) has been developed for WMSNs, to eradicate 
the above described issues. In HLEAR, the algorithm finds semi disjoint or disjoint paths by hop counts, load of 
traffic and energy of nodes. As HLEAR is a reactive (On Demand) routing protocol so a compression is made 
between HLEAR and Tiny Advanced On-demand Distance Vector (AODV), a reactive protocol. The HLEAR 
protocol found more intelligent in path selection as it chooses such paths which can carry affording traffic rate 
by having lesser hop distance. Furthermore, due to absorption of energy of nodes, HLEAR also tackles with 
Hole creation problem [18].  

In WMSNs, we mostly comes up with a question that “How and where to Install sensor nodes while having 
inadequate resources of communication to support all nodes?” Researchers tried to answer this question by 
making wide theoretical analysis. Its general considerations are less mobile or a static type of networks envi-
ronment, smooth topology and TDMA based single channel communication to show cross layer design model in 
which both node admittance to a WMSNs mechanism and the interaction of node with the resource management 
and link scheduling mechanisms, are examined. Generally interaction of node is originated with two stage opti-
mization problem in which the first step is to increase the total numbers of already acknowledged sensor nodes 
and the second step is to enlarge the lifetime of the network. The interaction of node can also originates as one 
stage optimization problem having more complex mathematical logic. The commonality among all described 
proposals is the segregation of some sort of services (shown in Figure 2), without this segregation the QoS 
cannot be guaranteed by the WMSNs [19]. 

As described earlier that WMSNs requires much more recourses like as bandwidth. Spectrum sensing ap-
proach is used to reply the request of bandwidth by which the spectrum utilization maximizes. Hence to utilize 
the spectrum holes and available bands there is a need of reliable, accurate, efficient and real time methods. Pre-
viously, in cognitive radio (CR) some methods are introduced to sense the spectrum, among those methods the 
Multi-Taper Method (MTM) is the most tempting. As MTM is considered very near optimal for wideband sig-
nals and also an efficient method for CR so we can assume that for spectrum sensing in WMSNs, MTM can be a 
superior selection. The existing MTM have some challenges like supplementary resource demand. Therefore, 
introduced MTM into WMSNs and also present an algorithm to eradicate the previous implementation issues in 
MTM. The detailed simulations proved that the new approach for wideband signals in WMSNs is more corres-
ponding to the real time values and also provides much less false alarm rate as compare to other methods due to 
decreased variance. This approach also detects the spectrum holes more efficiently and accurately [20].  

For the purpose of optimization of network performance introduced an Energy Efficiency QoS Assurance 
Routing in Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (EEQAR). EEQAR is actually an analysis of social network 
to improve performance of network. The main idea behind the development of EEQAR is to introduce such  

 

 
Figure 2. Segregation of services [19].                                 
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routing for wireless multimedia sensor networks which provides energy efficient assurance of QoS. For the se-
lection of most consistent paths, link quality estimators are not used in EEQAR, though it generates an addition-
al load on EEQAR in the process of route discovery to communicate between different clusters. The video qual-
ity levels evaluation does not covered by EEQAR [21].  

The researchers suggest the concept that for multiple path communication among two nodes, Multipath Data 
Transfer protocol offers concurrent multiple paths. Their proposed algorithm divides the work between all nodes 
which equally extends the overall life of WMSNs [17]. 

2.6. Terrestrial Wireless Sensor Networks (TWSNs) 
Most generally the Terrestrial WSNs contains hundreds to thousands of cheap wireless sensor nodes which are 
installed in a specified geographical area. The deployment can be in an ad-hoc network or in pre-planned net-
works based. In the case of Ad-Hoc networks, the sensor nodes can be released from plane and arbitrarily place 
them into the area of target. In the case of pre-planned, there are four different placements as followed, Grid, 
Optimal, 2-D and 3-D placement models [22].  

The FSO/RF systems in wireless sensor networks are getting much attraction from researcher. A free-space 
optical(FSO) link used in FSO/RF systems as basic communication medium while a RF (Radio Frequency) links 
are also used as backup when LOS for optical communication are not present. As FSO optical communication 
links results low communication energy than the high data rate broadband optical communications, so the idea 
of using FSO links in WSNs get heap. The major concern of FSO/RF is weather effects like snow or rain. For 
terrestrial applications, the comparison of the lifetime performance of hybrid WSNs and FSO/RF WSNs under 
weather effects of rain and snow shows that by proper threshold selection we can achieve the most favorable 
practice of power efficient FSO link [23].  

2.7. WSN Security and Security Issues 
Generally WSNs are used to collect information from various locations of physical world and also they are dep-
loyed in controlled and uncontrolled environment [3]. So by their applications and deployment nature Wireless 
sensor networks are ultimately insecure. These networks have numerous limitations like node (less computa-
tional power, less memory, less energy etc.), network (because they are acting as mobile as hoc network) and 
physical (deployed in different environments like public and hostile) limitations which makes them supplemen-
tary vulnerable to various security attacks. Ad hoc nature of sensor networks opens the unique challenges to the 
reliability and security. Owing to the limited computational and processing constrains traditional security tech-
niques and policies are not suitable in order to maintain confidentiality, Authentication, Availability and Integr-
ity in WSN, s [1].  

According to Pfleeger there are four different classes of security threads that are common in computational 
systems and also in sensor networks [24]. These are Interruption, Interception, Modification and Fabrication. In 
Wireless sensor networks researcher identified several possible security attacks like passive information gather-
ing, node subversion, false node, node malfunction, node outage, message corruption, traffic analysis, routing 
loops, selective forwarding, sinkhole, Sybil, wormholes, hello flood and DoS etc. These attacks also disturbs 
WSN layers specifically application, transport, network, data link and physical layers. Different countermea-
sures and defense techniques are presented by researchers for layered security like malicious node detection and 
isolation, unique pair wise keys for application layer, limiting connections numbers, client puzzles for transport 
layer, Key management secure routing, Authentication, Encryption, Redundancy, Probing, monitoring, two way 
and three authentication and three way handshake for network layer, link layer encryption, rate limitations, error 
correcting code for data link layer and adaptive antennas, spread spectrum for physical layer. However we need 
to have a security framework in order to provide countermeasures against security attacks in WSN [24] [25]. 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are extremely prone and susceptible to external and internal attacks as they 
consist of numerous devices with constraints for example; less memory, associated low energy and low battery 
power. The nodes in WSNs communicate with each other through wireless links. Nevertheless, WSNs are being 
deployed extensively. There are still unsolved problems in WSNs and security is one of the high priority re-
search issues. These networks are implemented in hostile environments. Resource-constraints, communication 
overheads involved, and environmental conditions give rise to various security attacks or threats. Securely 
communication and security among WSN nodes is an important challenge. Authors described the security of 
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WSNs and attacks that occur at different layered architecture of WSNs and how to prevent them [26]. 
Secure protocols should be designed and some access control mechanism can be applied to provide a secure 

network for mobile devices in an organization. Different researchers work on the security and access control 
mechanisms. Role Based Access Control (RBAC) is one of the most widely used access control model. The 
main thing in RBAC is the management of large number of permissions with help of Roles. RBAC architectural 
issues in institution collaborative systems has been highlighted because there is no specific architectural design 
that had been defined for the institution’s security. A system has been proposed that combines the efficiency of 
both RBAC and Organization Unit (OU). The objective of using OU for the institutional systems is the effective 
management of users and objects. Proposed system helps in two things: one user management and secondly load 
sharing of administrator. By applying OU, users can be easily be managed on department level and as well as in 
a particular department. Also the OU creation would be done on department level. Furthermore, a hierarchical 
architectural model has been described that can help an institution or IT manager in implementing and deploying 
of RBAC with the concept of OU thus, making a system more secure and facilitating the users in efficient man-
ner [27]. 

3. Conclusion and Future Work 
Networks are shifted from wired to wireless quickly but wireless networks are costly but in wireless networks; 
WSNs is growing day by day and hot field in the area of research. WSNs are cost effective because it saves the 
energy by using low power tiny sensor nodes that makes it popular, with the addition of different other features. 
WSNs have a variety of features and types that can accommodate many problems arising in different scenarios. 
The only need is the selection of the right approach on the right place, for getting the maximum benefit from the 
WSN and its types. We have a plan to find out an algorithm or mechanism that improves the performance and 
security issues, of the WSN. This paper enhances the base for this emerging field and after it we will pick a par-
ticular problem in WSN and work for an efficient approach. 
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